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May the Goddess awaken in the hearts of
all beings ... we are the sons and daughters
of the Goddess. We are here to ignite the
fire of light from within and create heaven
upon earth. Your body is earth, your
divinity is heaven. Walk the path with
Kathryn as she narrates her own travels
from manic depression and oppression to
freedom and divinity, while channeling
messages of liberation and hope from
realms beyond human existence. A psychic
channeler and healer of international
reknown,
Kathryn
Miles
channels
messages and healing from the realms of
light, angels and ascended masters.
Clairvoyant, clairaudient, clairsentient and
a medium since birth, she offers powerful
insights, alchemical healing and messages
in her readings, retreats and her mystery
school, The Lifting of the Veils.
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